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Introducing CAN’s new CEO - Wendy Martin

The board of CAN is thrilled to announce the appointment of internationally respected arts leader,

Wendy Martin, as CAN’s new Chief Executive O�cer.

Wendy Martin’s reputation for curating and producing innovative, ground-breaking works with an

inclusive ethos, is built on her extensive experience, including as the former Artistic Director of

Perth Festival, Head of Performance and Dance at the Southbank Centre, London and Sydney

Opera House.

“CAN is an incredible organisation, a leader in community and cultural development nationally

whose brilliant work inspires social connection and understanding between people in Western

Australia,” said Wendy. “ I’m honoured to be given this opportunity to support the outstanding and

creative team who bring about this work and to lead CAN into the future.”

More recently, Wendy has been a senior arts industry consultant and co-founder of Half the Sky, a
not-for-profit organisation committed to producing projects that support gender and cultural
equity particularly for women.

CAN Chair Pearl Proud said Wendy Martin’s artistic values and creative vision are perfectly aligned

with CAN’s mission to create positive social change, building inclusion and understanding through

the arts.

“Wendy will add such richness to the CAN legacy. She is gifted in enlivening the spirit, igniting the

imagination and warming hearts through art. Her artistic heights are reached through connection,



collaboration and meaningful partnerships. She and the CAN team will harness the tapestry and

diversity of communities across our great State, and perfectly underscore community arts as the

healing antidote for our times”.

Wendy inherits an exciting, forward looking organisation, a  highly skilled and committed team,

award winning flagship programs and meaningful community partnerships.

She o�cially starts her new position as CEO of CAN on the 30th of November..

CAN’s outgoing Co-CEO’s June Moorhouse and Monica Kane will remain with the organisation until

the end of the year to support the transition in leadership.
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CAN creates positive social change through the arts, building inclusion and understanding between
people.

Knowing that art transforms communities, CAN has pursued this purpose for 35 years, building relationships
that create opportunities for people to determine for themselves what stories best express the diversity of
experience, aspiration and imagination alive in Western Australians.

Across its history, CAN’s delivery and partnerships have adapted to the aspirations of its communities and
the opportunities of the time with a nimbleness that keeps it relevant and vital, but the lifeblood of the
organisation remains its values, which have informed more than 35 years of practice.

https://www.can.org.au/

